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I took a few weeks and just let the summer wash over me with its giant,
greasy wave of absurdity. No news programs, very few vuvuzelas (and, as
I just learned, type that into Google carefully, or get an improved
anatomical education) and blessed little to think about except for work and
baseball (in other words, I worked and slept). A season of avoiding mental
entanglement, whether in the form of over-thinking Lindsey Lohan’s
sentencing, or trying not to think about Sarah Palin’s over-eager fans at
this year’s Amusement Industry convention (the “excited” executive video
is on youtube, and all I can say is…ewww. ‘Reminds me of Mr. Robinson’s
line from The Graduate. “Shaking hands? Is that what you call it? Well,
that’s not saying much for my wife!”). Over the long holiday weekend I

found myself staring at a baseball game and staying out of the heat when an advertisement
appeared that made me sit forward. Just a little. Remarkably, it was for a legitimate product and not
the Shake Weight.

I talk about commercials a lot on this blog, mostly because they are often the best crafted work on
television. This is the case here. The spot starts with the stark chords of Johnny Cash’s song of
reeping and repentance, God’s Gonna Cut You Down. We see a railroad spike being hammered
down and the visual is followed by a shot of a steam locomotive racing over a wooden trestle,
reminders of the construction of the transcontinental railroad. The voice-over announcer tells the
viewer that “The things that make us Americans are the things we make. We’ve always been a
nation of builders.” Right on, brother. I’m with you so far. We see film footage of the first airplane
flights, of machinery being assembled. “This has always been a nation of builders, of craftsman…”
leads a shot of what looks like Ford’s mammoth Rouge River Plant in Detroit. “…Men and women
for whom straight stitches and clean welds were matters of personal pride.” Amen. We’re 15
seconds into the sermon. A shot over the top of the Empire State Building follows. Men, women,
kids, horses. Then comes the meat of the message, the words to live by. “These things are what
make us who we are. As a people we do well when we make good things, not so well when we
don’t.” Wait. Did he just mention Jeep 4 x 4′s? Oh, boy. Right message, wrong preacher. Uh huh.
Go to color as you lose me. The spot finishes with footage of the all-new, all-American Jeep Grand
Cherokee in action. A powder blue box of misfit for the new age. They still don’t get it.

The new Jeep commercials are, according to Ad Age, manufactured by Weiden and Kennedy. I
have to say manufactured, because they are better American workmanship than any actual products
produced by Chrysler. Weiden and Kennedy also make the really fun promos for the new Dodge
Charger in which the cars take on horse mounted Red Coats during the Revolutionary War. There is
the rumor afoot that the new campaigns are designed to appeal to Tea Party enthusiasts. True, or
not, the Portland, Oregon based ad firm should get some serious awards for creative, thought-
provoking work. Chrysler, on the other hand, should begin rolling out Fiats, because their own
vehicles stink. Make them wherever you want, with the pride of whomever goes about building the
things. We suck when we make bad products. I would show this ad every morning right above the
time clock if I were these guys.

There was a so-so movie in the 1980′s featuring Paul Reiser (Crazy People) in which, as an ad
exec, he runs an airline campaign with the tag line “We don’t Crash.” Note to Dodge-Chrysler: Start
there. Our cars don’t fall apart. Our products last at least 3 years. Jeeps are as good as cars made
overseas. Maybe that will remind the buying public of what made America great.

Jeep Manifesto

God\’s Gonna Cut You Down
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